GREAT BUILDING ARCHITECTURE

often works without putting itself at center stage. It provides form to building structures and makes them functional, and it can inspire awe or bestow tranquility discreetly and unobtrusively. Software architectures also work like that. We value software systems mainly for what they offer us, and rarely pause to admire the architectural principles and practices that allowed such systems to be constructed without collapsing like a house of cards. In the words of R. Buckminster Fuller, “Ninety-nine percent of all that is going to affect our tomorrows is being developed . . . in ranges of reality that are nonhumanly sensible.”1

However, the increasing scale and complexity of the software we build puts ever more strain on its underlying architecture. A single architect can no longer comprehend and control systems comprising tens of millions of LOC evolving over decades. Consequently, large modern systems typically are built as federations of diverse components glued together through middleware and APIs.

This approach has worked admirably well, letting us develop huge systems that serve billions of users reliably and effectively. The price we pay when building such systems comes from the cacophonous mix of diverse architectural styles and the rigidity imposed by each element’s architecture. Microservices let us abstract system components and derive value from their distinct architectural styles. Still, in large systems, responses to radically changed requirements are difficult or ineffective, and evolution typically accumulates technical debt. The size of modern large systems can drown even the most accomplished software architect.

In computing, we have repeatedly solved problems associated with size and complexity by employing theory, systems, and automation. For example, writing low-level code is no longer the problem it used to be, because advances in programming-language theory, compiler design, and sophisticated register-allocation algorithms let us program effectively in high-level languages. Similarly, nowadays OSs abstract complex tasks such as process scheduling, memory allocation, and device virtualization, while relational database management systems organize our data and optimize the intricate queries we run on them. Our vision for software architectures can follow similarly ambitious lines.

Looking to Nature

Our aspirations on where self-evolving software architectures should lead us can come from nature. For example, consider the human body’s architecture. Over billions of years it has evolved, though not engineered, as a tremendously complex and highly effective system of systems.

At the lowest level, it comprises trillions of reusable, adaptable, and multipurpose elements—the cells. Each one of these has a complex structure delineated by its membrane, kept in shape by the cytoskeleton, and containing numerous specialized organelles, such as the nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum, and Golgi apparatus, as well as mitochondria, lysosomes, peroxisomes,
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vacuoles, and ribosomes. At a much higher level, the human architecture features tens of highly specialized, extremely effective, long-living organs, such as the brain, eyes, liver, heart, and lungs. And at an even higher level, we have about a dozen organ systems, such as the circulatory, digestive, endocrine, immune, lymphatic, musculoskeletal, nervous, reproductive, respiratory, and urinary systems. The human body also features the means to organize and separate organs and systems, such as the body cavities and blood–brain barrier.

In the field of software architecture, our vision should be of processes and systems that allow code, the building block of software, to organize itself into architectures that evolve together with the software’s changing features and requirements. For example, when a system’s performance can’t satisfy increasing demand, we would like the architecture to automatically adjust the code so as to offer concurrency, speculation, and caching. Or, when code is exposed to potentially malicious agents, we would expect its architecture to grow protective barriers, including authentication, authorization, access control, and intrusion detection, as well as mechanisms for labeling data according to its origin.

Furthermore, as features accumulate, large modules should automatically split into smaller, more manageable ones, while modules that often work together should be grouped into larger agglomerations and develop appropriately effective APIs. The self-evolving architecture should recognize and exploit opportunities for reuse and gracefully deprecate and put to rest unused elements. Guidance on the architecture’s form can come from the properties Christopher Alexander identified on structures that we perceive to have life: levels of scale, strong centers, boundaries, local symmetries, deep interlock, graded variation, and others.²

The vision I’m proposing might appear outlandish, but some parts of it are already here. Refactoring and automated refactoring tools allow code to adjust according to evolving designs. Microservices provide a way to break unmanageable monoliths into more malleable units. Design patterns offer reusable blueprints for organizing code elements. A key challenge is upgrading these abstractions and practices into a higher-order form that’s amenable to machine-driven automation.
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